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Povzetek: Poznavanje identitete lastne dežele je pomemben faktor pri zagotavljanju uspeha
ustvarjalnih pobud in procesov na vseh področjih življenja od politike, preko družbe do
ekonomije. Avtor se tokrat omeji na nekaj potencialov Slovenije, ki se jih da prebrati in
ovrednotiti glede na zemljepisno lego Slovenije, njene geološke in naravne danosti.
Opredeljuje pomen Slovenije kot mosta med srednjo Evropo in Balkanom, nadalje kot deželo
sprave med različnimi nasprotji, glede na to, da se na ozemlju dežele med sabo križajo mnoge
nasprotujoče si silnice narodov Evrope. Opozarja na izrazito podzemlje Slovenije kot možnost
povezave z vzročnimi arhetipi razvoja, ki določajo razvojne poti Evropske kulture. Nič manj
pomembno ni dejstvo, da je večina slovenskega ozemlja gozdne narave, kar pomeni
potencialno bližino silam in inspiracijam narave.
Ključne besede: potenciali slovenskega prostora, most do prvinskih sil Balkana, podzemlje,
sprava, moč narave.

IDENTITY OF SLOVENIA AS A HIDDEN POTENTIAL
Abstract: Knowing the identity of one’s own country is an important issue to guarantee the
success of creative initiatives and processes related to all fields of life from politics, across
society to economy. This time the author focuses upon some potentials of Slovenia that can be
verified according to the geographical position of Slovenia and its geological and natural
framework.
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Introduction
For the rational mind the question of identity may have only a symbolic meaning, not connected to the practical
issues of political or economic development. This attitude changes radically if potentials of a given country start
to be perceived from the standpoint of integral economy. Imagine a human being to be successful in his/her
endeavors without knowing who she or he is and what his or her skills are.
To be practical we need to find out which are the possible potentials inherited within Slovenia’s identity. Some
of them can be identified by taking in account its geographical position.
Holding connection to the belly of Europe
According to its position Slovenia is capable to connect the region of Balkans with the area of the Central
Europe. Balkans can be associated with the belly of Europe which means, that it concentrates the primeval
powers of the Earth capable to give vitality and emotional upsurge to creative projects. The Central Europe on
contrary stands for the treasury of cultural memory and for the logical methods of thinking and planning. If these
two poles are not united, the emotional power is missing on one side and the capacity to proceed in a logical way
on the other. One of the potentials of Slovenia is to embody the synergy between both polarities.
Place of reconciliation between the opposites
Slovenia is the only place in Europe where the three large families and language groups that constitute the
European culture meet, the Romanic, Germanic and Slavic. Translated into a correspondent quality it means that
Slovenia inherits the capacity to interconnect different elements belonging to the greater hole – also in the sense
of holding balance between the opposing forces. This position can be compared with the Greek idea of an

“omphalos” meaning in this case the point where different or even opposing powers find their point of mutual
balance. Balance between the opposites means peace and with this optimal condition for creative purposes.
Connecting the underground regions with the culture at its surface
Slovenia is known worldwide for her numerous caves and extensive underground spaces distributed throughout
the whole country except in its very east. The strong relationship to the underground space means that Slovenia
is a country that holds open interdimensional portals leading to the realms of the causal world. With the term of
the causal world those realms of the human consciousness (and the Earth’s noosphere) are meant, where the
archetypes of human evolution are stored that fuel the further development of humanity. If Slovenia has a strong
connection to the realm of the archetypes it means that it is a land open to inspiration and to the universal library
of the Earth memory – which is a great potential to support human creativity.
Slovenia holds upright a strong link with nature
Slovenia is one of the rare countries in Europe of which greatest part is covered with woods. Trees present the
channels of breath running constantly between the core of the Earth and the core of our home star, the Sun.
Being a place of intense exchange between the planetary powers of the Earth and the cosmic powers of the Sun
means that Slovenia is not only a healthy place to live, but also a region with a strong bio-energetic field that is
capable to support any form of development in the field of culture or civilization under the condition that is in
tune with the essence of life and follows the will to create in an integral way.

